
ZEASHTA DEVI PRABANDHAK COMMITTEE (Regd.) 
ZEATHYAR, RAJ BHAWAN MARG,  

SRINAGAR, KASHMIR 
POST BOX NO 1423, G.P.O SRINAGAR 

 
Due to the ongoing and rapidly changing situation with the novel-coronovirus (COVID-19), the 

Health and Wellbeing of our community is our first priority. So in order to safeguard the health of 

our staff members and yatries,  we are requesting all Yatries who are desirous of residing in the 

Yatri Niwas  complex of Zeashta Devi Temple Complex and those visiting the Zeashta Devi Temple 

to fill-out the self-declaration form as given below. This document will be retained confidentially by 

the Prabandhak Committee for one month after its submission. 

All Yatries are required to submit this form as advised in the SOP issued by Union Territory 

Government of Jammu & Kashmir and Government of India from time to time and submit it to 

the Staff Member in charge of the Temple complex  or to the Manager ZDPC by the  Yatries along 

with the Yatri Niwas Reservation form at the time of check-in the Yatri Niwas premises 

************************************************************************************ 

Self-Declaration Form for Yatries  
1. I/We do hereby confirm that I do not have any COVID-19 related symptoms like temperature 

more than 37.5 °C (99 °F) and/or flu like symptoms  like Cough ,Breathlessness, Loss of smell 

and/or taste, Respiratory distress  etc. 

2. I/We do hereby agree to follow all the guidelines (Dos and Don’ts for the Yatries) provided by 

the staff and shall support them by adhering to the guidelines to prevent the possible spread of 

COVID-19 within Yatri Niwas of the Zeashta Devi Temple Complex and its peripheries.  

3. I/We do hereby confirm that the below information provided is correct and shall provide all the 

necessary supporting documents.  

4. I/We do hereby give my permission to the Zeashta Devi Prabandhak Committee to share my 

details with the authorities with required for the purpose of preventing possible spread of 

COVID-19 and its tracing.  

5. I/We do hereby shall abide by the policy of occupation of the Yatri Niwas Room by only four 

persons only (Adult/Children) due to Covid-19 restrictions.  

Dos and Don’ts for Yatries 
i.  Kindly ensure Aarogya Setu App is downloaded in your Smartphone  

ii.  Do not step out of the Yatri Niwas Room unnecessarily. Wear a face mask whenever 

outside the room.  

iii.  Yatries are recommended to carry their own sanitizer and wet wipes for personal use.  



iv.  Clothes should not be washed inside the Yatri Niwas room  

v.  No visitors should be allowed in the rooms. If any visitor has come to meet the yatri, the 

meeting should be done in the public/open areas. Yatries bringing un-solicited guests or anti 

social elements shall be asked to vacate the yatri Niwas premises forthwith.  

vi.  Doors should be kept closed at all times  

vii.  Always maintain a safe social distancing norms of at least 2 m (6feet)  with another yatri. 

viii.  Wash your hands frequently with the soaps/sanitizers  

ix.  Put all bio-degradable disposable plates/cups/bottles after use in the garbage bag.  

x.  Yatries should not visit containment zone in the city.  

By signing this self-declaration form, I/We confirm that I/We have not tested positive for 

Covid-19 in the last 30 days or has been required to be in quarantined during the last 14 days. 

I/We am /are not suppressing any relevant/ material facts and all the above stated 

information is correct to the best of my/our knowledge. Non-disclosure/ suppression of information 

may attract penal provisions. I/We undertake to stay in the Yatri Niwas premises at my/our own 

risk of contracting any disease including COVID 19 and ZDPC will not be liable for any costs 

incurred or damages suffered upon, either direct or indirect, as a result of or incidental to such 

illness and I/We release ZDPC from any liability of any kind arising there from. I/We shall follow 

Quarantine and/or any other instructions as prescribed by health authorities, at prescribed 

location, at my/our own cost on arrival at destination (14 days as prescribed currently). 

In case I/We develop symptoms such as fever and cough within 28 days of leaving this 

premise, I/We shall restrict my/our outdoor movement and contact MoHFW’S 24 hours helpline 

number and in the meanwhile keep myself/ourselves isolated in my/our house/room. 

Dated:    

 
Signature of the Yatri/head of the family/ 

Person filling the Reservation Form 
 
We do this as preventive measures for our community to mitigate the risk of a novel Coronovirus disease (COVID-19) 

outbreak in the premises of Yatri Niwas of Zeashta Devi Temple complex and also, we are collecting personal data to be 

able to support local authorities in case of an outbreak in Srinagar. In such a case, this data will help the authorities to 

trace a human-to-human transmission of the virus. 

This data sheet will be stored in our office and will not be shared with any third party, unless there will be an official 

request by the local authorities for reasons of public interest in the area of public health. 

The datasheet will be deleted one month after collection, unless a longer period is required by the public authorities. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

 


